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 Early Bird Registration is officially OPEN for Exciting 
new Online ISS Mentorship Programs!  
  

Last year, we piloted the very first industry "Mentorship" 
program with an enthusiastic pre-endorsement from 
BHO, an endorsement which continues to be in place 
as one of their prerequisites for unlicensed 
specialists to upgrade to the next grade of devices 

coming to market soon. Past Mentorship Program participants 
who are unlicensed and wish to upgrade to future devices already 
have 6 months, and some 9 months of mentoring on record.  
 
The testimonials were outstanding (thank you!)! Instead of repeating 
them here, suffice it to say we are continuing the program guided by 
your enthusiasm and valuable input into shaping the program.  We 
have listened to your ideas about expanding the program, which has 
spawned even more in-depth "theme based" mentorship programs this 
season, in addition to the starting 6 month program we recommend for 
first time or even repeating attendees, due to the enormous benefit 
gained from the sessions themselves and the "case conferencing" of 
the last hour, which has proven to be a valuable reference for future 
cases by all. 
 
We now have a flexible "open option" choice of class time that 
suits practitioners from all over the world, with the addition of a 
separate, more specialized advanced 6- month topic on "Conflict 
Resolution of Hamer Brain Panel Techniques", a 6 week Digestive 
Wellness course!  Please see the complete 6 week and 6 month 
programs below these introductory descriptions:   
 
Mentorship Program # 1:  
The 6-Month, once a month  Program: "The Client IS the protocol" 
(there are guidelines, but no set protocols in Superconscious 
Biofeedback practice). Multiple class times and all class recordings 
are open for all participants, please see course description, dates, 
times, and registration links below.    
 
Mentorship Program # 2: 
A 6 month, once a month Themed Mentorship on "Conflict 
Resolution" techniques for specific Hamerherds. Please see 
course description, dates, times and registration links below.    
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Advanced Course: 
A 6 Week, once a week "Digestive Wellness Course" (this is part of 
our ISS Advanced program, and is complementary for those of you 
who registered for our complete program, but available as an elective 
continuing education course for those of you who did not.)  Please see 
course description, dates, times and registration links below.      
 
Details and Registation Info:  
____________________________________________________   
Mentorship Program # 1~ "The Client IS The 
Protocol":  The 6 Month Mentorship Program 
Description and Registration: 
 
Be a "fly on the wall" as you watch someone with experience conduct a 
live biofeedback session on real people, on real issues, in a session 
style that addresses all levels: mind, body and spirit, and follow the 
progress through 6 subsequent sessions (many of you know of this as 
a "Case History" from your other fields).  
  
In this program, you NOT ONLY watch real sessions, in action, in a live 
webinar format (and earn CEU's at the same) from one of the longest-
term practitioners & internationally certified teachers of the device 
personally trained by the inventor, but also receive the session FOR 
YOURSELF, virtually, as part of a small group of like minded 
individuals navigating and supporting world changes together.   
  
Learn by watching AND experiencing organically flowing "thinking on 
your feet" techniques that could never occur in a simplistic "protocol" 
approach.  Learn to operate outside the box as the master of your 
equipment, comfortable with your choices by going through the process 
as an observer/ receiver, then applying the unique pearls that unfold to 
yourself and clients individually in session.  
  
Learn to make a session-to session plan and build upon your 
work, and still remain open to spontaneity as the 6 month process 
unfolds new levels of wellness and being in ways that are central to the 
stress profiles of professionals. Bond with other like-minded 
practitioners in a small group through the process, for a sense of 
private yet meaningful community, growth and support for the 
worldwide shift now in full swing!    
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This once a month, pre-scheduled 6 month program gives you:  
    *    3.5 CEU's per month for one of the scheduled webinars (for a 
total of 21 CEU's by March of 2013), 
however, you are welcome to join in as an observer on ANY of the 3 
scheduled monthly Mentorship Program #1 webinars should your 
schedule change, or if you simply want to absorb more!  
    *    Receive the session virtually as a part of a small group (after 
watching the techniques and unique applications, you can then 
privately apply them to yourself and clients in the harness~ this is a 
powerful process!),  
    *    The Final hour of the 3 1/2 hour monthly meeting time is 
dedicated to "Case Conferencing" about individual cases (ask 
questions about your unique cases, hear others' cases and, having 
heard and watched the instructor and group input demonstrated on the 
device, feel prepared when similar cases come to you, all in 
accordance with confidentiality rules in the "group agreements" section 
below)  
    *    Learn to work with and lead groups transformationally by being a 
part of one.  
    *    See Gage's planning notes, and compare them against how the 
session actually unfolded; and learn how to carry forward themes from 
the last session into the next for reinforcement while staying open to 
and accepting of inevitable changes! ("You never put your foot into the 
same stream twice!")  
    *    A different "subspace communication" letter style in several 
sessions, that you pro-actively participate in writing (yes, your group 
will receive a text file copy to model future subspace communications 
with.)  
    *    Be in a supportive environment with others who "get it".    
  
This is a 6-Month, Once a Month, Pre-Scheduled Program you can 
enter into your calendar and count on!  However, you may also join 
in on the other ISS Mentorship Program #1 scheduled Wednesday/ 
Saturday/ Sunday 6- month mentoring sessions either as a make up or 
simply to learn more, the more the merrier. Thanks to previous 
participants' input, class times are not only flexible, but inclusive due to 
the recording links of each being sent out to all participants in the 6 
month program!   
 
In-Between Webinar Session Support:  
Watch the video of the session as needed until the next session (only 
members of this Mentorship program will be able to see it, please see 
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the "group agreement" below) and participate in our online group 
forum, dedicated to in-between webinar/ session support and questions 
and answers.  
  
Special Early Bird Registration Rate:   
$79 U.S. per month charged to your credit card or paypal; OR Receive 
one session free by by paying for the 6-session journey all at once for 
$395 U.S...remember, you can join in on any of the Wednesday/ 
Saturday and Sunday sessions as an observer, and still receive the 
session even if you're not on the webinar! Prices will rise to $125 U.S. 
per session in early October (space is limited!)     
  
Open Class Times and Start Dates: 
 
All participants will be included on receiving not only the virtual 
sessions but the recordings for all classes. Live attendance and 
participation to ask questions should be planned for and 
scheduled as follows:  
 
Saturday Class: 
  
The 2nd Saturday of each month, starting October 13, 2012,  Nov. 10, 
Dec. 8, Jan. 12, 2013, Feb. 9, March 9. 
Time:  
3:30 p.m. Pacific/ 4:30 p.m. Mountain/ 5:30 p.m. Central/ 6:30 p.m. 
Eastern) 
( This is 12:30 p.m. for Hawaiians, 8:30 a.m. Sunday morning for 
East Australisians; this time is unreasonable for Europeans but you 
will receive the virtual sessions and recordings regardless if you can't 
be there live. )  
  
Sunday Class:  
 
The 2nd Sunday of each month, starting Oct. 14, 2012, Nov. 11, Dec. 
9, Jan. 13, 2013 , Feb. 10, March 10 
Time:  
9 a.m. Pacific/ 10 a.m. Mountain/ 11 a.m Central/ 12 p.m. noon Eastern 
(This is 6 a.m. Hawaii/ 7 p.m. Budapest time; this time is 
unreasonable for Australasians but you will receive the virtual sessions 
and links to the recordings regardless if you can't be there live.)  
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Wednesday Class:  
 
The 2nd Wednesday of each month:   
Starting Oct. 10, then Nov. 14, Dec. 12, Jan. 9,  2013, Feb. 13, March 
13 
Time:  
3:30 p.m. Pacific/ 4:30 p.m. Mountain/ 5:30 p.m. Central/ 6:30 p.m. 
Eastern) 
(12:30 p.m. Hawaii/ this would be Thursday morning at 8:30 for East 
Australasians (this time is unreasonable for Europeans but you will 
receive the virtual sessions and recording links regardless if you can't 
be there live.)  
  
What if I have to miss a webinar/ session?  
You will STILL be included in the session virtually, and can watch the 
recordings! You can also join in on the other class days of the 
program.   
  
What do I have to agree to?  
The 6 month course process at an incredible rate, and to respect the 
confidentiality of the information shared amongst the group; the same 
ethics that the NTCB requires of you as a Biofeedback Specialist. And, 
of course, to bring your heart to the work and celebrate your 
appointment to make the Shift in the company of supportive peers, 
mentorship and positive community.  
 
REGISTRATION!  
 
If you wish to take ONLY this class, please select this item at 
http://www.mindnrg.org/mndnrgccs/EventRegistration.aspx and choose 
either the $79 Super September Monthly Payment Plan, or Super 
Savings of $395 for all 6 classes and get one free. 
 
If you wish to combine this Mentorship Program #1 with either the 
Hamer Mentorship Program #2 and/or the Digestive Wellness 101-601 
course, we have combination package options on this same weblink.  
   
If you prefer to call in a credit card, please email us directly at 
billing@mindnrg.org listing 3 possible times and a phone number as to 
when we can call you back between this month's recording sessions to 
enroll you.  
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_____________________________________________________ 
Themed 6 Month Mentorship Program #2: "Conflict 
Resolution" Techniques for Hamershenherds! 
 

One of most frequent questions I've 
received from practitioners is, "once 
the client identifies that an "Active 
Conflict" trauma profile (from the Brain 
Scan/ Hamer panel) indeed has 
occurred and is operating, how do we 
actually support the necessary 
resolution the Hamer New Medicine 
model states is the vital missing link in 
their wellness picture, aside from 
simply using the Hamer panel? What if 
the conflict needs more in depth 

work in order to release it?      
  
This is all new content on how to use the information gleaned 
from the Brain Scan program about "active conflicts"and what do 
with them! We will explore various ways of seeking out active 
mind/body conflicts in other areas of the program for the most thorough 
insights for releasing stressful belief patterns, emotions and body/mind 
correlations, along with combining special EFT and EMD body/mind 
release techniques specific to the meridian points of the Brain Stem's 
organ relays.   
 
You can read more about EFT (Emotional Freedom Techniqe) at 
www.garythink.com.   EMD stands for Eye Movement Desensitization 
and is an NLP technique we, along with EFT, will be incorporating 
during inversions, brain scan programming and more.  
 
This is an exciting class to be a part of, as we will be covering 6 
samples of Hamershenherd (HH) Conflicts central to the human 
condition: I've chosen the following samples of items frequently 
reacted to in the Hamer Panel/ Brain Scan program, for use on the 
group virtually, and the best orientation to the various techniques we'll 
explore in each subsequent month:   
 
Class #1: A Group Virtual Session on the Active Conflict of The 
Endoderm #15-Stomach CA Emotional Body Connections- 
"It lies in my stomach", unable to digest the morsel. Dispute with family 
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members e.g. often concerning inheritance or corporations where one 
cannot get their fair share, sometimes not receiving entitled rent 
payments or legal lawsuits.  
  
Class #2: The Endoderm Continued: #32-Ovarian and Testis 
Emotional Body Connections- 
Tragic loss conflict, e.g., son, best friend, a beloved person or animal.  
  
Class #3: The Endoderm Continued: #7-Thyroid Gland CA Emotional 
Body Connections- 
Unable to reach or acquire a morsel because the individual is not fast 
enough, e.g., sales clerk takes the customers from another sales clerk 
because she runs faster to the door. The boss reduces the salary of the 
non-productive sales clerk.  
  
Class #4: The Mesoderm/ Cerebellum Left and Right Hemispheres: 
#5-Pericardium CA Emotional Body Connections- 
Attack against the heart (also in the psychic association, "You have a 
heart problem" ) 
  
Class #5: The Ectoderm/ #1-Thyroid CA Emotional Body 
Connections- 
Conflict of being powerless, "Something should be urgently done, my 
hands are tied, and no one is doing anything".  
  
Class #6: "Ca. Equivalent Items Without Cell Degradation 
Breakdown": # 3B- Motoric Paralysis Facial, Emotional Body 
Connections right and left sides, 
"Unable to escape, or unable to follow (legs) or cannot hold on or defend 
(arms/ hands), or unable to get away, evade (back and shoulder muscles) 
or not knowing if I'm coming or going (palsey). 
 
We have 2 group times for this course for flexibility (and repetition if 
necessary!)  
  
Thursday Class:  
 
The 2nd Thursday of each month:  (except for February 2013 in 
observance of Valentine's Day)   
Starting Oct. 11, then Nov. 15, Dec. 13, Jan. 10,  2013, Feb. 7, March 14 
Time: 3:30 p.m. Pacific/ 4:30 p.m. Mountain/ 5:30 p.m. Central/ 6:30 p.m. 
Eastern) 
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(12:30 p.m. Hawaii/ this would be Thursday morning at 8:30 for East 
Australasians (this time is unreasonable for Europeans the Saturday 
class is; but you will receive the virtual sessions and recording links of this 
class regardless if you can't be there live.)  
  
Saturday Class:  
 
The 2nd Saturday of each month, starting Oct. 13, 2012, Nov. 10, Dec. 8, 
Jan. 12, 2013 , Feb. 9, March 9  
Time: 9 a.m. Pacific/ 10 a.m. Mountain/ 11 a.m Central/ 12 p.m. noon 
Eastern  
(This is 6 a.m. Hawaii/ 7 p.m. Budapest time; this time is unreasonable 
for Australasians but you will receive the virtual sessions and links to the 
recordings regardless if you can't be there live.) 
 
Each class is also 3.5 hours each/ 21 total CEU's.  
 
If you wish to take ONLY this class, please select this item at 
http://www.mindnrg.org/mndnrgccs/EventRegistration.aspx and choose 
either the $79 Super September Monthly Payment Plan, or Super Savings 
of $395 for all 6 classes and get one free. 
 
If you wish to combine this Mentorship Program #2 with either the 
Mentorship Program #2 and/or the Digestive Wellness 101-601 course, 
we have combination package options on this same weblink.  
   
If you prefer to call in a credit card, please email us directly at 
billing@mindnrg.org listing 3 possible times and a phone number as to 
when we can call you back between this month's recording sessions to 
enroll you.  
______________________________________________  
 
Digestive Wellness 101-601, 6 Week Course (As a 
reminder, if you have already registered for our Advanced Biofeedback 
Training package from Australia, New Zealand or elsewhere such as at 
Congress of Quantum Masters 2012, this course is at no charge to you as 
per the email sent separately to existing course holders~ if you did not 
receive it, please email webmaster@mindnrg.org for verification and a 
resend of the email). 
 
In Naturopathic theory, optimal digestion is central to all wellness. 
Digestion is one of the first systems to suffer the impact of stress, and is 
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closely entwined with immunity, neurotransmitter balance, nutrient 
absorption and more. In this 6 week course, we will explore the 
foundations of Digestive Wellness in a structure that covers the impact of 
stress, anxiety, pH, improper eating and other lifestyle mistakes on the 
digestive system in general, the esophagus, stomach, intestines, 
pancreas, liver and gallbladder, hyper-reactants, and yes, the brain and 
bio-terrain.  
 
The gut is called the "2nd brain" for many reasons, and this 6 week 
course will cover many items helpful jewels and special techniques that 
can be applied from the Autofocus Zap menu, Risks Profile, Nutrition 
Feedback panel, Homeopathy Feedback panel, Hyper-Reactant 
Panel, the Spinal Muscle Re-education panel, the Dark Field 
Feedback panel, Stress and Cortisol Feedback panel, 
Homotoxicology panel, Automeridian panel and more.  
 
Class Dates: FRIDAYS for 6 consecutive weeks: October 12th, 19th , 
26th; November 2nd, 9th, and 19th 
 
Class Times: 4 p.m. Pacific, 5 p.m. Mountain, 6 p.m. Central, 7 p.m. 
Eastern for 2.5 hours. (This is the following Saturday morning at 9 a.m. for 
East Australisians) 15 hours CEU's.  
 
Canadians and Americans, this course is conveniently scheduled to 
occur between each country's Thanksgiving Dinner!  
 
This course is featured at the SUPER SEPTEMBER early bird rate of 
$199 U.S., will be recorded and added to your online account to view 
repeatedly for the life of the website.  
 
ADDED BONUS: Students of this class will also receive recordings of an 
introductory overview of Homeopathic theory, Naturopathic theory, 
Chiropractic theory, Pleomorphic Theory and Traditional Chinese 
Medicine theory upon completion of the course.   
 
Super Early Bird Rate of $199:  
 
If you wish to take this class or combine it with either one or both of the 
Mentorship classes, go to 
http://www.mindnrg.org/mndnrgccs/EventRegistration.aspx  
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